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Company news  
 

Travis Perkins (TPK, 1,644p, £4,144m mkt cap)  

Leading UK builders’ merchant, owner of Wickes DIY chain, currently in demerger process. Q1 trading update. 

Guidance: “We are encouraged by the robustness of the RMI market and the continued recovery in our other 

key end markets. However, at this early stage in the year, our expectations remain unchanged as we continue 

to make progress on the delivery of our longer-term strategic plans”. Wickes demerger due to complete with 

trading in its shares commencing on 28 April. Performance: LFL sales growth, exc Wickes: Marchanting,+15.5%; 

Toolstation +42.0%; Plumbing & Heating, +11.4%; total LFL, +17.4% (total +6.8%).  Wickes total sales growth, 

+18.9%. Market: “The Group is experiencing an increasingly inflationary environment, over and above that 

seen in the second half of 2020, with prices on certain raw material categories, such as timber, copper and 

steel, rising significantly. At this stage, however, cost price inflation remains manageable. Additionally, the 

Group has seen availability shortages on some lightside products imported from Asia, as well as some key 

heavyside products moving onto allocation, albeit this has not had a material impact on trading at this stage.” 

 

Epwin Group (EPWN, 97p, £140m) 

Low maintenance building products manufacturer. FY (Dec) results. Rev -15%, £241m; adj PBT -70%, £5.0m; 

stat. PBT -85%, £1.9m; adj EPS -61%, 4.0p; div -43%, 1.0p; net debt (pre-IFRS 16), £18.5m (FY 19, £16.4m); net 
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debt/EBITDA, 1.3x (0.6x). Performance: H1 impacted by Covid; H2 rev +4% Y/Y. RMI demand quicker to return 

and stronger than newbuild and social housing. Outlook: “H2 20 recovery has continued into 2021 with 

stronger than anticipated demand across most of the business in Q1”. New build market continues to improve 

following a slower recovery from the initial pandemic lockdown. Supply chains have been and continue to be 

under pressure as a result of the pandemic and subsequent acceleration of demand. PVC raw materials supply 

remains under pressure with shortages from global events driving up the price of resin significantly to all-time 

highs. The Group is reviewing opportunities to accelerate capex following the 'super deduction' 

announcement in the March 2021 Budget. “Potential M&A opportunities emerging”. 
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